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THE NEVADA, SOLAR PYRAMIDS
From time to time our civilizations have rediscovered the harmony 

and understanding in the Great Pyramid form. Therefore the reincarnation 
of this shape in modern, practical application is long overdue . . . its time 
r is come.

The fallest structure in the planned, Nevada, solar pyramid complex is 
a 42 'story Hotel Casino. Ascending tiers of rooms inside form a vast 
atrium. They will overlook the huge casino floor where gaming enthusiasts 
can view walls beautifully decorated with ancient Egyptian art and 
symbols. In the upper levels, floating decks and astonishingly beautiful 
hanging gardens with cascading fountains and botanical displays animate 
the inferior panorama.

Outside, a satellite System of Stores, boutiques, restaurants and a Health 
Spa surround the casino. Palm-Iined streets leading to the pyramid 
complex will be in keeping with the far east theme.

The second largest pyramid south of the Hotel Casino will serve as a 
25,000 seat Olympiad. The structure incorporates a full complement of 
sports playing areas. The facility with Las Vegas as the entertainment 
Capital of the world lends itself well for productions involving music,
drama and the arts.

A twenty-story, international trade center flanks the Casino Hotel, 
and Olympiad on the northwest. The nations of the world can permanently 
feature their most recent industrial products and traditional innovations 
in the Olympiad.

Five thousand years ago the sunrise of Western civilization dawned on 
a lush Strip of land along the Nile River in Egypt. The greatest architectural 
wonder of all, the Great Pyramid and its lesser companions surely 
constructed earlier than 3,000 B.C., grace the slightly elevated plateau at 
Giza. The Great Pyramid can well be 70,000 or more years old according 
to new information. This master form of incredible engineering skill 
symbolized universal human wisdom, aspiration, the Sciences, prophecy 
and the stored knowledge of pre-history civilizations. It rests in all its 
stunning grandeur above the Nile Delta awaiting those who attain the 
level necessary to unlock her timeless secrets.

Guided by the great stone monument of Giza, designers of the Nevada, 
solar pyramids have pursued mathematical elegance and structural sim- 
plicity. The plan to couple this approach with modular building principles 
öfters a maximum diversity of form and function. Economical design 
excellence, employing advanced support Systems with collecting and 
recycling devices will utilize solar radiation for interim heating and 
cooling. NASA engineered windrotors augment electrical energy require- 
ments. The designers believe the project will reach operations efficiency 
not previously attempted. Las Vegas has already begun expansion of 
McCarran International Airport, and a Sky Harbor Cargo Airfield is under 
construction. Both facilities lie a short distance from the proposed, giant 
pyramid complex. The Nevada Pyramid Corp. estimates it will take 
$300 million to see the project through to its conclusion. L. Canada of 
Santa Barbara, California conceived the idea while travelling in India a 
few years ago. A

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT . . . The Pyramid Guide begins its fifth year with this 
issue. Surely if we don't acquire one IOTA of additional, previously unpublished 
research, pyramid, form energy and information of a superphysical nature, we could 
easily go on producing the 'GUIDE with fervor and delight for another ten years. 
It is difficult to know what to leave out of each succeeding issue. We are continually 
receiving new and provocative unfoldments reaffirming the "now" for relearning the 
knowledge and wisdom of the ancients, all coupled with today's fast advancing 
technology. Keep your subscription alive, it helps us to continue and you'll be in 
the avant-garde of new and vital information so necessary to expansion of our own 
awareness, nature, our planet and the universe. With deepest appreciation for past 
and futur-t support. Yours in the Cosmic All, Bill Cox —editor.
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PYRAMID REPLICA VITALIZES SALT
From Experiments Made by Jean Martial (1956)

"Separated by some 800 Kilometers, Engineer Karl 
individually conducted a number of experiments that led to a copious 
and fruitful exchange of letters. . . .

"My tests were repeated and verified by my friend who kept me abreast 
of his work. Thus I was able to repeat it and check his results. . . .

"I used a 15 cm high pyramid, designated in our correspondence as 
P 15. Drbal used a pyramid 30 cm high, labeled P 30. The effects of both 
were rigorously identical: after seven days the pendulum's movements 
indicated termination of the experiment in the process of impregnating 
water. . . . What were the properties of the water thus treated? We used a 
pendulum as our test instrument. Fearing possible errors due to auto- 
suggestion we each distributed samples of treated water to several of our 
radiesthesists (Dowsing) friends and asked them to try to determine the 
particular properties of the liquid. . . .

"We thought, as a priori, that this water would be harmful to the 
human organism as well as to plants, taking into account the harmful 
effects we had observed on maggots in the meat we had used in our prior 
pyramid experiments. But following our examination of pyramid treated 
water, we and our friends concluded that it produced a healthful and 
revitalizing effect on both human and plant life. Some time later, ön the
25th of April, 1949, I received the following letter from my friend Drbal: 

'Starting with our experiments on water, i made an experiment to 
render ordinary white table salt better for heaith by exposing it to the 
infiuence of the pyramid, thereby vitaiizing it.

7 used the 30 cm-high pyramid andplaced a cup containing 100grams 
of salt inside, at a point above the base equal to one-third the pyramid's 
height. During the treatment / observed the pendulum's movements 
as follows:

April 2 9 p.m. (Before treatment! 17 Large osciHations.
April 3 11 a.m. 3 Small osciHations.
April 4 9 a.m. No movements.
April 5 3 p.m. 2 Small counterclockwise rotations.
April 6 1 p.m. 5 Small counterclockwise rotations.
April 7 9 a.m. 8 Fairly large counterclockwise rotations.
April 8 9 a.m. 12 Large counterclockwise rotations.
April 9 9 a.m. 16 Large counterclockwise rotations.
April 10 9 a.m. 20 Very large counterclockwise rotations.
April 11 8 a.m. 26 Very large counterclockwise rotations.
April 12 9 a.m. 28 Very large counterclockwise rotations.
April 13 9 a.m. 28 Very large counterclockwise rotations.
'As this figure of 28 rotations remained stable, / stopped the experi

ment on the 11th day presuming the treatment was concluded. The salt 
treated was acknowledged by several Dowsers as being more healthful 
than the non-treated salt. Perhaps it is possible to vitalize various other 
foods in this way, sugar for example. This has already been done for milk 
and fiour using ultra-violet radiation. However it seems the vitalization 
produced by the pyramid must be much more subtle and beneficia! than 
ultra-violet rays.

'Here are vast horizons for experimenting Dowsers: we can imagine a 
practical use in daily life of the pyramid's power, granted that our obser- 
vations are verified and checked by a large number of experimenters. 
/ authorize you [Jean Martial], should you find it useful, to share this 
information with whomever you choose, inciuding mediums, since / 
consider it of the highest importance that these experiments be verified....'

"As you can see, I have made use of this authorization so kindly 
accorded by my friend, Karl Drbal.

"It remains for me to encourage other Dowsers (Radiesthesists) to 
become interested in the problem of vitalization by treatment in the 
pyramid. ..." ▲
Abridged Version from translation made by Ronald W. Kenyon, Paris, 1976.



GREAT POWER FROM 
FORM WITHIN FORM
By Bonnie MacConnell, Tucson, Arizona

. . . More than fifty years ago an occurrence started me on a quest 
which revealed the tremendous power of the pyramid. I have been lectur- 
ing on this and. related suhjects for a long time illustrating with models 
how an octahedron--appearing as two four-sided pyramids connected base 
to base-containing a cube within can produce great power.

One can easily prove it for oneself by making a three-dimensional 
model tetrahedron. This can be done by inserting three sticks all the way 
through a small orange or rubber ball so that the six ends are protruding 
some distance out from the sphere’s surface. These points will appear as 
opposite poles to one another. Two points will be seen on a north and 
south pole vertical axis, and the four remaining spikes will extend outward 
as horizontal axis equidistant at the four points around an imaginary 
equator. Each end represents either a positive, and its opposite, negative 
polarity. The ancient orientals used curved poles and produced the yin- 
yang curve and the swastika.

Now tie a String near the end of each point as you connect them 
forming an octahedron. The final result will show four equilateral triangles 
above the equator and four below-the upright and inverted pyramids 
joined base to base. Perpendicular to any of these three-dimensional planes 
will be the direction of the fourth dimension. More sticks inserted through 
each of the eight triangular faces of the octahedron mark the corners 
of a cube.

The first dimension is an invisible line in space caused by the vibrational 
movement of an equally invisible point—the common source of all things— 
which gives us positive and negative polarities, the masculine and feminine 
natures. Certain movement of a line in space registers a two-dimensional 
plane or square. Movement of the two-dimensional plane in space gives us 
the three-dimensional cube. Movement of a cube in space is a matter of 
expansion or contraction to function as a cube, giving us the direction of 
the fourth dimension. These octahedron forms in pyramids are based on 
poles of equal length while the great pyramid has base lines langer than 
ridge lines. If you construct a pyramid with the dimensions of one made 
with curved lines-the yin-yang—you ’ll have a pyramid that will be slightly 
flattened. The earth incidentally has three unequal axis. The point I wish 
to make is: the corners of the cube within the octahedron are at the level 
where the four-dimensional poles project. This generales one kind of 
energy. A larger model extended into the solar System would explain the 
activity of pulsars, quasars, black holes and etc. . . Using the same System 
with our planet, we encounter similar energy points, such as the Bermuda 
Triangle. Now one can see why the poles shift as the magnetic poles move 
about over long periods of time. This model concept aligns with the nature 
of gravity, the migration of birds and other creatures, and the Continental 
drift. It provides a plausible solution to the UFO mysteries. It is the 
Cosmic key that unlocks all seven dimensions. A

OVERLORDS OF THE UFO, A TOWER FILMS WORLD-WIDE RELEASE, A MOTION PICTURE FIRST PRESENT- 
ING THE FACTS BEHIND THE INCREDIBLE UFO MYSTERY... AUTHENTICATED UFO PHOTOS SUCH AS 
THIS U.S. MILITARY PICTURE. DESPITE PHOTOGRAPHIE EVIDENCE "NASA" HAS IGNORED THE ANTI- 
GRAVITIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE UFO. MILITARY AND POLICE DEPARTMENTS OF THE WORLD ARE HELP- 
LESS BEFORE THE KIDNAPPINGS AND LÖSS OF AIRPLANES TO THE ALIEN INTELLIGENCES OF THE UFO.

Fourth Dimension Reachout PAGE 2
CAN THE PYRAMID FORM BE DANGEROUS?

Readers occasionally ask: “Will meditating or living in pyramids prove 
harmful?

The late psychologist, David Sharpe, in our last issue inquired: “Do you 
see any danger while living in pyramid structures? Yoga teaches too much 
Life Force can cause disharmony,” he went on, “and increased reception 
of energy from the cosmos seems to occur within pyramids. It may be too 
much for people who express feelings of restlessness or uneasiness inside 
pyramid structures . . .”

A UFO writer recently claimed he knew people who freaked-out from 
the effects of meditating inside pyramids. So far, our investigations show 
a Statement of this sort is completely without foundation. He has certainly 
scared a few people but documentation hasn’t been forthcoming, and 
likely won’t ever be.

Our research now goes back into the last Century where pyramid and 
Life energies are concerned, and we find living organisms inchiding the 
human form enjoying positive results. We have noted the comments of 
meditating suhjects in our travels throughout the world as outlined in 
Pyramid Guide #8, #16 and other issues. Pyramid energy responses have 
been gentle, exhilarating, at times with signs of energy acceleration in the 
meditating subject—perhaps some overstimulation in the “feeling” appar- 
atus rather than physical—and on rare occasions a light headache, a subtle 
warming or tingling over the skin. These reactions soon balance within a 
reasonably short time, upon a second or third visit inside the pyramid 
framework. As we see it, staying inside a pyramid model can cause no 
more discomfort than being in an overheated room. If I can’t stand the 
heat, I get out of the kitchen. Mr. Sharpe went on to ask: “Can there be 
a convenient way of cutting off the resonance or pyramid energies appar- 
ently manifesting inside?” This is an interesting question because it strikes 
at the heart of the issue.

1. Yes, there can be a change increasing, lessening or an intensifying of 
energies. This depends upon the type of construction; floors, partitions, 
levels, materials. . . especially metallic surfaces, perforations or opening in 
the panels; the introduction of adjacent, sub- or super-jacent forms of a 
wide variety, their relative distance from the masterform; capstone and 
corner enhancement, additions or alterations inside or outside the replica 
and etc. . . We have repeatedly cautioned our students not to introduce 
orgone type construction into pyramid research. There are too many 
unknown forces here.

2. The pyramid as a form is not only harmless but rather produces 
beneficial results in both organic and inorganic substances. If the pyramid 
is to be considered dangerous in its simplicity as a basic structure then 
we’d better take a hard look at all forms. We live in a world replete with 
form. We are surrounded by moving and unmoving forms throughout our 
lives. In fact we mostly perceive our environment through our five senses 
via form. We occupy a form-body, ever changing. An X-Ray machine is 
form, but it remains harmless until someone adds another energy by 
plugging it into an electrical öutlet.

3. There is a mistaken belief that larger pyramids produce greater 
energies. This is an oversimplification of an as yet, undetermined scale of 
power potential in pyramids of various sizes. This question will be resolved 
by accurate measurements of the force fields generating between subject 
or specimen tested, apex and corners and form relationships. A small 
pyramid produces energies in its capstone region with all the intensity of 
one several times larger. Here we are concerned more with a time factor 
rather than size. The little pyramid will Charge and vitalize a plant resting 
six feet below the apex with all the success of a plant sitting on the floor 
of a six foot high pyramid model. Remember, all pyramids are capstones 
of an extended, invisible pyramid form with the ridge lines extending to 
an unknown distance below. The pyramid as a form is an essence, harmony 
crystal, an alchemical device of rare quality. An open frame replica can be 
just as effective as an enclosed, panel pyramid. Finally, a meditating 
subject’s high vibrational state before entering the form contributes 
significantly to the usually enjoyable experience found inside.

BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE, INTERNATIONAL 
BI-MONTHLY NEWS- LETTER ... in any combination or series . . . 
Issues number 1 (Sept.-Oct. 1972), through current issue number 25 
@ $1.00 each. Order P. O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, California 93105.

THE PYRAMID GUIDE
An international bi-monthly newsletter issued Jan., March, May, July, Sept., and 

Nov. Annual Subscription rate $6.00. Canada and Mexico, $7.00 annual rate (airmail 
$3.00 extra). All other foreign $10.00 (by air mail only). Edited and published by 
Bill Cox of EL CARISO PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 30305. 741 Rosarita Lane, 
Santa'Barbara CA 93105,

Opinions expressed by contributing writers do not necessarily reflect those of 
the editorial staff and publisher of the Pyramid Guide and El Cariso Publications.

Copyright © 1976 by El Cariso Publications, printed in the United States of 
America. All rights reserved. No part of this letter may be used or reproduced without 
wri11en permission of El Cariso Publications.



CApSrONGS. . . PAGE3
VAPORMID.■. BECAUSE OF ITS SHAPE (NO OTHER WILL PERFORM) A RECENTLY PATENTED FUEL CATALYST MAY REDUCE FUEL BILLS UP TO 40%. 
THE DEVICE HAS NO MOVING PARTS BUT THE TUBINGS CONTAINING WATER PRODUCE A BUBBLING ACTION AND VAPOR THAT INCREASES FLAME HEAT 
IN THE FURNACE. BECAUSE LESS HEATING FUEL IS REQUIRED POLLUTANTS ARE SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED. VAPORPAK OF ROCKY HILL, N.J. IS 
THE MANUFACTURER. MOVING ATOMS PHOTOGRAPHED■.. SCIENTISTS, ALBERT V. CREWE AND MICHAEL ISAACSON USING A SCANNING ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE MAGNIFYING 10,000,000 X,.CAPTURED MOVIES OF CARBON ATOMS. CREWE, FROM ENGLAND, WAS THE FIRST, MODERN DAY SCIENTIST 
TO SEE THE ATOM IN 1970 VIA A STILL PHOTO. REMOTE VIEWING ABILITY..■ IS DESCRIBED AS EXTRAORDINARY PERCEPTION BY A SUBJECT 
SITTING IN A LAB, AT A DISTANCE, A SCENE VIEWED BY ANOTHER PERSON. LABELED THE "GANZFELD" TECHNIQUE, IT IS CONSIDERED AN 
AID TO RELAXATION.' PING-PONG BALLS (CUT IN HALVES) ARE TAPED OVER THE TEST SUBJECT!S EYES AND SOFT STATIC (WHITE NOISE) IS 
TRANSMITTED TO THE SUBJECT BY HEADPHONES. TESTS ARE CURRENTLY GOING ON IN THE PSYCHOLOGY DEPT. DIRECTED BY DRAZA NICKOLIC, 
CAL-STATE, SONOMA, CALIF. THE FIRST OFFICIAL UFO LANDING PORT... AN ESTIMATED $6,000 UFO PORT ON AN ACRE OF DONATED 
LAND IS IN NEAR READINESS IN LAKE CITY, A SUBURB OF ERIE, PA. THE 100 FOOT DIAMETER PAD IS SURROUNDED BY RED, WHITE AND BLUE 
LIGHTS. A SECOND-HAND RADAR SCOPE AND RADIO ANTENNA WILL SERVE AS CONTROL CENTER IN AN ADJACENT BUILDING. JIM MEEDER, WHO 
ORIGINATED THE PROJECT SAYS THEY ARE ALREADY RECEIVING LETTERS FROM PEOPLE ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. "IT'S A FIRST!1 . HE SAYS. 
CAPSULIZED "COCOON-LIKE, SMALLER STONES USED IN GREAT PYRAMID?... HERBEY S. SANDOVAL, A HOUSTON, TEXAS, PETROCHEMICAL DESIGN
ER THINKS THE ANCIENT PYRAMID BUILDERS ENCASED THREE TO FIVE FOOT LONG FOUNDATION STONES IN COCOON, STRAW AND WATER REPELLENT 
OIL, ROLLING THEM FROM NEARBY SITES TO THE PYRAMID LOCALE WHERE TWO MEN COULD EASILY FLOAT AND DIRECT THEM INTO PLA.CE AND RE- 
MOVE THE COCOON. "A SALT AND WATER MIX MADE A SYRUPY BASE HELPING THE FLOATING ACTION," HE SAYS. PREHISTORIC ATOMIC REACTOR 
FOUND.■■ A NATURAL NUCLEAR REACTOR WHICH BURNED SPONTANEOUSLY FOR MORE THAN A MILLION YEARS IN WEST CENTRAL AFRICA HAS BEEN 
DISCOVERED BY FRENCH SCIENTISTS. SPARKED BY UNKNOWN FORCES, THE REACTOR NOW BURNED.OUT,.OPERATED WITH CATACLYSMIC EFFECT ON 
THE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT, THE SITE OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCING URANIUM MINES, THEY SAY,IS 350 MILES FROM GABON. 
GLASS AMONG KING TUT JEWELS... STONES PREVIOUSLY BELIEVED TO BE OF LAPIS LAZULI ORIGIN MAY IN FACT ONLY BE ONLY GLASS ARTI
FACTS ACCORDING TO EXPERTS FROM NEW YORK AND EGYPTIAN MUSEUMS EXAMINING THE TREASURES OF KING TUT'S TOMB. SKILLFUL JEWELERS 
OF 3,000 YEARS AGO MAY HAVE PULLED A CAPER, OR POSSIBLY WHEN THE TOMB WAS ROBBED IN ANTIQUITY THE REPLACEMENTS WERE MADE.
EXPLORER DISCOVERS RED-HAIRED TRIBE OF GIANTS IN PERU...? CARLOS TORREALZA, WHO DISCOVERED THE RUINS OF THE ANCIENT, LOST 
CITY NEAR SAN MARTIN PROVINCE, SAID HE ENCOUNTERED ANIMAL-SKIN CLAD, HUNCHED OVER GIANTS WHO FLED AT HIS APPROACH. THEY 
SPOKE IN A STRANGE DIALECT AND RAN AROUND BAREFOOTED IN THE RAIN-FOREST REGION OF THE ANDES, ACCORDING TO THE REPORT. KING 
SOLOMON’S MINES DISCOVERED...? K.S. TWITCHELL, U.S. MINING ENGINEER GUESSED THE MAHD ADH DHAHAB AREA, MINED ABOUT 660 A.D. 
TO 900 A.D. AND AGAIN FROM 1939 TO 1954, FIRST GAVE INDICATIONS OF BEING THE LEGENDARY SITE AS EARLY AS 1931. THE U.S. 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY NOW BELIEVES THE SAUDI ARABIAN LOCATION, MIDWAY BETWEEN MECCA AND MEDINA COULD QUALIFY AS THE BIBLICAL 
"OPHIR" OF SOLOMON’S GREAT WEALTH. SOME 34 TONS OF GOLD WERE BELIEVED RECOVERED BY THE BIBLICAL KINGS HIRAM AND SOLOMON, 
LET ALONE THE UNCOUNTED WEALTH RETRIEVED FROM THE MINES IN LATER DAYS. BIBLE REFERENCE DOESN'T PINPOINT THE OPHIR MINES AS 
IT APPEARS IN I KINGS 9:28 And they came to O'-ph-ir, and-fetdhed from thence gold, four hundred and twenty talents, and 
brought it to hing Sol-omon. PYRAMIDS AND MAGNETIC NEEDLES...RECENT TESTS AT ELEMENTARE SCHOOL LEVEL, DELIGHTED CHILDREN 
TESTING WITH PYRAMID REPLICAS SUSPENDED BY THREADS FROM THE CEILING. THE MODELS IN TIME, NATURALLY ORIENTED THEIR BASE 
SIDES WITH THE CARDINAL POINTS OF THE COMPASS. THEY TOO, DISCOVERED A NEEDLE; FLOATING IN LIQUID PROVED ITS MAGNETIC PROPER
TIES AND ATTRACTION TO NORTH SOUTH LINES. TESTS DATING BACK INTO THE LAST CENTURY AGAIN PRODUCED SIMILAR RESULTS. ANCIENT 
STONE ANCHORS.■. WEIGHING 150 TO 700 POUNDS HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED.OFFSHORE FROM THE PALOS VERDE PENINSULA, IN SOUTHERN CALIF. 
BY DIVERS, BOB MEISTRELL AND WAYNE BALDWIN. THE DOUGHNUT-LIKE, PITTED STONES HAVE LARGE HOLES CHIPPED THROUGH THEIR CENTER 
SUGGESTING THEY MAY HAVE. BEEN USED BY ORIENTAL SHIPS 500 TO 1,000 YEARS AGO.- THE HOLES ARE POSITIVELY MAN MADE. THE ANCIENT 
ASIAN ANCHORS WERE FOUND IN 15 TO 30 FEET OF WATER. PYRAMID CONSERVATQRY. AND BQTANICAL PARK COMPLEX. . . PHOTO BELOW SHOWS THE 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA MUTTART DEVELOPMENT. TWO PYRAMIDS ARE 75' HIGH AND THE OTHER- TWO, ABOUT 60 FT. EACH PYRAMID HAS 
ITS OWN ENVIRONMENT; A TROPICAL, SHOW, TEMPERATE AND ARID PYRAMID ATMOSPHERE. THE COMPLEX IS SURROUNDED BY A REFLECTING MOAT.

MAJOR RESEARCH PROJECTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Reprinted by permission of Pyramid Power V
Kathy Goggin and Bill Kerrell, Santa Monica, California
EXCERPTS FROM COLLECTED SCIENTIFIC DATA
Bacteria: The pyramid replica retards bacterial growth. Sterilized skimmed 
milk inoculated with STREPTOCOCCUS LOCTIS, a loctos fermenting 
bacteria, was inhibited from acid production when kept under an open 
framed, Steel model pyramid. Findings by a major California University. 
Water: When placed under an open framed, Steel model pyramid, Chemical 
traces of chlorine, fluoride and other impurities were removed. Water was 
definitely found to be in a much purer state after being within the pyra
mid shape for 24 hours. Molecule structure was definitely different than 
the control sample. Findings were analyzed by a mass spectrometer 
connected to Dupont 302 and Dupont 301 Computer in an independent 
industrial testing laboratory.
Liver Extracts: Treated in an open framed, Steel model pyramid: Extract 
remained pure and with stable oxygen levels after 72 hours. Control 
sample changed drastically in deteriorization and unstable oxygen levels. 
Analyzed by mass spectrometer through Dupont Computer.
Wine Sample: A natural wine without preservatives was tested after being 
left under an open framed, Steel model pyramid for 20 days in an open 
glass Container. The wine was found to be very stable and in a purer state 
than the day test began, or when it was first poured from the bottle. 
Control had a very high rate of deteriorization to almost vinegar state, loss 
of colorization, putrid odor and heavy state of bacterial growth. Samples 
were analyzed through mass spectrometer and Dupont Computer. Addi
tional findings also showed a very baffling and dramatic change in 
molecular structure.
Seeds and Plants: Germination periods are advanced by as much as 150%, 
growth success to 80%. V’arieties tested were: radishes, lettuce, alfalfa 
sprouts and strawberries. This means healthier plants earlier, an important 
asset to farming. Tests were conducted at several high schools and Colleges 
in California, Texas and Canada.

This brief but informative report by Goggin and Kerrell, authors of 
GUIDE TO PYRAMID ENERGY, 3015 Nebraska Ave., Santa Monica, 
California 90404, in collaboration with scientists and students proves the 
furtherance of pyramid energy research as it unfolds today. Pyramid 
replica study is receiving greater acceptance by academia reinforcing our 
belief of the form's vast potential in behalf of humanity. (Eds.)
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FROM THE SAINT JOHN'S EDMONTON REPORT 4-26-1976

REPORT ON A PYRAMID EXPERIMENT
The pyramid used is my 6 ft. base, 1 inch aluminum tube meditation 

structure. The side-frame, base to apex is also one inch tube all connected 
by touch at base corners and apex by angle fasteners. The solid copper 
sheet, 12 inch base, pyramid is used as the capstone. This pyramid sits in 
the front room of my apartment. It is positioned to magnetic North.

A problem l've had in this apartment is picking up the ABC Channel 
39 (UHF) picture on my TV. I have some experience in electronics and 
let me say I tried every location for the UHF bow-tie configuration 
antenna (about 13" wide) inside and outside my apartment to no avail.

In an effort to get some kind of picture to watch the Emmy Awards 
I used about 10' of flat 300 ohm lead-in, to the bow-tie antenna taped 
and hanging from a yard stick. I held the yard stick out and around my 
pyramid, also inside and above the apex. At about 3 ft. off the ground 
(floor) on the North slope on the outside of the pyramid / picked up a 
good color picture, no shadows, no distortion, no ghosts, some grain, but 
satisfactory. It worked.

Needless to say I am happy and will now see if I can use smaller 
pyramids in conjunction with the antenna to make a more practical 
arrangement for pick up here in this apartment. A

Bill Carroll, San Diego, Calif.



DORJE-THUNDERBOLT
A PSYCHOTRONIC GENERATOR?

The "Dorje" is referred to as the Sceptre of 
Universal Dominion over matter. It is the Thun- 
derbolt of Indra (the one supreme power) given 
on page 10 of the Egyptian Book of the Dead.

In 1974, upon viewing the Dorje at the Burke 
Memorial Museum on the University of Washing
ton Campus, it occurred to me the Dorje- 
Thunderbolt might possibly be a psychotronic 
energy generator. I had recently read about and 
since found similarities between the powers 
attributed to the Dorje and psychotronic energies.

The instrument was to be given to the man 
"filled with transcendent consciousness," giving 
him control over the ether element, and over 
Vajraanger transformed into energy and precision. 
"The ether," according to the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead, "is the fire-mist aggregate of matter." 
Ether in its primal form is symbolized as the 
'green-light' path of wisdom of perfected actions, 
the source of all organic life and life eternal.

The sphere, cone and hemisphere have fre
quently been described as powerful psychotronic 
devices. These shapes can be seen in the Dorje- 
Thunderbolt (see drawing).

The Frenchman Belizal, whose books "Waves 
of Form" published in 1926, describes how after 
years of research into ancient Egyptian healing 
methods stated the Egyptians found what he 
called the "negative green ray' emanating from 
psychotronic devices. The sphere apparently pro
duced the most powerful field of energy. The 
terms, negative green ray and green light path 
struck me in their similarity.

Karl Drbal, Czech engineer once did a pyramid- 
meat preservation test applying a constant ray 
of green light. William Tiller, Stanford University 
scientist referred to 'Deltron' in a speech at the 
Boston Museum of Science. Deltron is akin to 
the supernatural phenomenon mentioned in 
Tibetan mythology. Dr. Tiller suggested Deltron 
may be associated with psychotronic energies, 
manifested by levitation rather than by gravita- 
tion, and is of negative mass and time flow. 
Perhaps the Dorje-Thunderbolt by virtue of its 
unusual arrangement of psychotronic forms al- 
lows it to gather large amounts of Ether- 
Psychotronic energy.

The goal of Tibetan Tantric-Shakti Yoga is to 
gain control of the energizing forces of nature. 
Since the Dorje-Thunderbolt was to be given to 
the man filled with transcendent consciousness, 
could he have controlled the etheric-psychotronic 
energy within the Dorje, the symbolic sceptre of 
universal dominion over matter? Knowledge of 
its proper use may have been lost over the 
centuries, especially in Tibet, where countless 
invasions have taken place.

I will welcome and exchange ideas with 
Pyramid Guide readers. William Hans Weiss, 
8722-118th N.E., Kirktand, Washington 98033.

PYRAMID SHAPE AN INSULATOR?
Pyramidal shapes may not be energy collec- 

tors, they may actually shield objects inside from 
energy penetrations from without. It can possibly 
be explained in this way:

Voltage gradient existing in the atmosphere 
has been used to detect the departure of an air- 
craft from level attitude, and used in terrain 
avoidance Systems for aircraft. The earth's atmos
phere acts as the dielectric between two capacitor 
plates—one plate is the earth's surface and the 
other is in the ionosphere. Millions of volts of 
electricity can exist between the two plates. The 
voltage gradient varies from something like 110 
volts per six feet of elevation difference at earth's 
surface, to ten volts per six feet at a very high 
altitude.

When one Stands in an open field, about 110 
volts are impressed between the top of one's head 
and feet. The body as well as plant life is con- 
ductive, so a small current flows through the 
body. If one can measure the voltage difference 
and can rotate the body until no voltage exists 
between head and foot, the body will be in the 
horizontal plane. This feature is used by the 
electrostatic autopilot to level the aircraft auto- 
matically.

Any object on the earth's surface, including 
the surface, is a conductor of electricity and 
distorts the voltage gradient as shown in figure 1. 
The conductor translates the voltage at the sur
face to a higher altitude. In a perfect conductor, 
no voltage gradient will exist within the con
ductor, but the voltage gradient above will be 
greater than at points away from it. During 
storms, lightning is more likely to strike the 
sharp object due to the higher voltage per unit 
altitude existing above it.

In figure 2, the voltage gradient around a 
pyramidal shape is distorted with respect to free 
space providing the material is conductive. No 
voltage gradient exists within the pyramidal 
shape. Atmospheric currents can flow through 
any conducting material with the pyramid form. 
One must conclude that a pyramid cavity pro- 
tects objects inside from atmospheric energy 
which must remain on the outside.

In batteries, the Chemistry changes during 
current flow between two dissimilar metals 
results in Chemical changes to the metals. Elec
trical currents resulting from atmospheric voltage 
gradients likely flow through materials and pro- 
duce Chemical changes. Materials protected from 
this current flow will not undergo Chemical 
change with time. Can this explain why materials 
left in the open will putrify more rapidly than 
organic matter protected by the pyramid? Do 
we feel differently in pyramids because atmos
pheric voltage is not impressed across us? Experi
ments should involve 110 volts DC—by exper- 
ienced researchers—with tests between two metal 
plates spaced six feet apart vertically to simulate 
the atmospheric voltage gradient in the laboratory.

Pyramid forms indoors prove nothing relative 
to this phenomenon; it is outdoors where it 
comes into play, unless the voltage is simulated 
indoors. Eimer D. Robinson, Wheaton, Md.

PYRAMID RAY REFLECTION 
(A GEOMETRIC EXERCISE) 
by David G. Alexander

This is a Supplement to the little article 
entitled "Pyramid Ray Reflection Analysis" 
which I sent the Pyramid Guide recently. I 
realized that some people might have trouble 
visualizing the triangle formed by the intersecting 
rays in the pyramid. This triangle is shown in 
hatching in the enclosed fig. A and the centroid 
of the triangle is designated by an encircled dot.

I noted with interest the results of Verne 
Cameron's dowsing of the pyramid as described 
in Pyramid Guide No. 4, where he stated the 
intensity of the energy field increases in the 
higher reaches below the apex. This is consistent 
with the ray intersection idea, in that the 
intensity would be greatest near the apex, since 
the rays travel the shortest distance before inter
section (interference) at the apex region. How- 
ever, more rays intersect at the base of the energy 
triangle, with the centroid being at one-third 
the height.

I would like to stress that I don't propose 
the ray reflection hypothesis as a belief that this 
is what is actually happening in the pyramid. It 
is simply a geometric exercise yielding extremely 
interesting results.

CONE-RAY REFLECTION PRINCIPLE
Enclosed are two conical structures of my 

invention, the subject of a pending patent appli- 
cation. They are a logical embodiment of an 
extension of my ray analysis. You will note the 
reflected energy in the pyramid intersects or 
interferes in the central plane of the pyramid 
in the form of a triangle. In my cones, this energy 
is concentrated into the central axis, thereby 
increasing the intensity of the energy.

The cross section of my cones in any horizon
tal plane comprises two symmetrical parabolic 
arcs. They face each other and have coincident 
focii at the central axis of the cone. The structure 
thereby acts as a double parabolic reflector.

I invite you to experiment with my cones by 
dowsing or any other means. My personal experi
ments indicate that cones duplicate the pyramid 
effect; the energy may be even greater. In accor- 
dance with the ray reflection principle, the effect 
is greatest when the curved conical surfaces face 
north and south. This fact has been verified 
experimentally.

If your examination indicates that the cones 
exhibit the pyramid effect to a significant extent, 
you have my permission to disclose my invention 
in your Pyramid Guide, as I am considering 
making the cones available to pyramid experi- 
menters on a small scale commercial basis. At 
any rate, I would appreciate it if you would let 
me know the results of your examination, es
pecially as to which of the cones, the larger or 
the smaller, seems most promising. Please feel 
free to keep the cones as Souvenirs.

Your kind Cooperation is most appreciated. 
Very truly yours, David G. Alexander.



1/K.O4. M4.. LOX,
I imu> ZnZ/LZgu.cd uiZZh. youx. oäZZcZc Today'i 
Though.togxa.phy, Tomoxxotv'^ Thought-Vteu)- 
(LX [Pyxam-cd GuZde. Zaallc #24}. It mu 
youx. ZoaZ scntcncc though, that pxompte.d 
me. to iwiZZc. "IZ&teZcAA mtnd-tapptng de.- 
vZccb, beyond cvZxe. tappZng may toon be.- 
comc a xe.a£Zty.u
I bcZLcvc the^e. dcvZcch aZn.ca.dy do exu-t.
I wondeA Z& you'xe. ^amZtZax wZth woxk 
beZng donc at icvoAaZ U.S. UnZveAAZZZeA, 
woxk ^otindcd by the. Pe.nZa.gon thxough the. 
Advanced Pe^>eax.c.h PAoje.cZ Agcncy (ARPA)? 
Vx. Geoxge Het&neZxex., cLmcZoa ofi APPA 
Ae.ve.aZed Zn hZi annaaZ xepoxt to con- 
gAeAA Zn maAch that Act> eaxeheXA at thxee 
U.S. ZaboxatoxZeA have managed to ZdentZ- 
^y ApeeZ&Zc thought paZZeA.ni> Zn bxaZn- 
wavet.
Vx. J.E. Itmmexman, a phyiZeZkZ at the 
govex.nment'A btiAe.au otf -sZandaAdA Zn 
BouZdeA, CoZoxado, heu deveZoped a cyZ- 
ZndxZcaZ devZce now beZng tued Zn teut^ 
at M.I.T. that pZckd up bxaZn-wavei 
wZthout beZng phytZcaZZy connected to 
the 6ubje.cZ. Vx. ZZmmexman expZaZnx hZs 
machZne. at> ^oZZowi; "A vexy 6e.nAZZi.ve. 
metex pZaced neax the head detects mag- 
netZc emmtuAZoYiA ßxom the bxaZn, and 
ZhZt> Zn^oAmaZZon Za fad ZnZo computexu 
whZch anaZyze. the bxaZn-wave pattexnu. 
IZ'a quZZe. faat>ZbZe. that thZu machZne. 
can be deveZoped to Auch a ZeveZ that 
Zt can be uued ovex a dZbZance. -- wZth
out the 6ubje.cZ knowZng Zt." 
U.C.L.A. AcZentZAtA axe aZt>o woxhZng 
on anothex faceZ ofa the APPA pxoject, 
txyZng to xead thoughtA by AtudyZng 
AubtZe changes Zn the pupZZs and xet- 
ZnaA o£ the eyeu. I beZZeve that Zt 
Za onZy a queutZon o^ tZme befaAe pupZZ 
anaZyAZA wZZZ be advanced Ao au to 
ZdentZ^y ApecZ^Zc thoughtA. Thxough 
anaZyzZng coZoxa Zn the xetZna Zt Za 
now poAAZbZe to ZdentZ&y Aome emotZonaZ 
Atateu.
I can Aee Aome medicaZ uaca faA Aome 

theue machZneA, faA exampZe Atxolze 
vZctZmA who may be xendexed Apeech- 
ZeAA, ox advanceu Zn eZeetxZcaZ AtünuZ- 
atZon to heZp the bZZnd Aee voxZoua 
Ahapet, ox coZoxu. But I Aee othex asc-s 
Zoo,maZnZy o& poZZtZcaZ natuxe. It makeA 
nie Aad to ZhZnk about Zt. Aa bong au the 
ego o^ the countxy Za motZvated by an 
unAatZabZe queut faA powex, 1 Aee ZZZZZe. 
hope faA the advancement oß a moxe hu- 
manZtaxian appxoach to gZobaZ haxmony, 
ox a moxe pAofaund undeXAtandZng o& oux- 
AeZveA. Peace — VennZu PZnaxd, UtiZZo- 
ughby, OhZo.

EARTHQUAKES MAY TRIGGER 
PYRAMID ENERGY

Nick Edwards of "NEESI" Pyramid Environ
mental Systems, Van Nuys, California, has been 
investigating the relationship between pyramids 
and nature’s moving forces such as earthquakes 
in a trip to Mexico earlier this year.

Edwards’ research exploration of the Pyramids 
of Teotihuacan near Mexico City, revealed phys- 
ics principles he believes were understood by the 
ancient Toltecs and Aztecs. "This energy can be 
tapped as a source for the entire planet," he says. 
Nick and his team tuned into this power as they 
walked two miles down the famed Street of the 
Dead, passing the Pyramid of the Sun and ending 
with the Pyramid of the Moon. "The earth's own 
shaking, oscillation powers these pyramids," Nick 
continues. "I believe if you vibrate a pyramid 
with the right frequency you will step-up its 
energies many times over."

To prove his point on a srnaller scale, Edwards 
applied an electric Vibrator to his hand holding 
one base-rail of a tubulär, open-frame pyramid. 
Then directing the apex energy flow into Stale 
tobacco. Nick noticed a 10 second Charge suf- 
ficientiy altered, and drastically improved the 
tobacco's taste.

It seems the vibrational effect intensifies the 
pyramid energy action upon organic and possibl/ 
non-organic matter. This is a marvelous discovafy 
aiding future pyramid energy experiments, sig- 
nificantly reducing the time usually reqidred in 
laboratory tests. A

Ma. Cox,
Vou. ulLU. fi-lnd e.ne£Me.d my tfLa.mtaM.on 

the. eha-ptefi tn Man Mcuittat'i book 
on the. tobte iatt ex.pettment. Othex. 
expextmenteM tn Faanee axe astng both 
pyaamidt, and etecMiteat devteet to vt~ 
tattze ioodi, notabty watet and honey. 
One man tn PaxM Aetti h-it vttattzed 
watet, and honey to the pabtte. Ma. Sxm- 
oneton, tn htt book dxaiM a eonneetton 
between vttattzed watet and the cuta- 
ttve ptopetttet o^ watet at Loutdet> 
and othet {ywmoiu, ApaA.
Matttat'A Amatt book pabtMhed tn 1956 
eoveXA pynamtd and mummt^teatton wtth 
Atmttax teAtA by On. Roget liJetAAenbaeh. 
The book atxo eontatnA an expoAe' uAtng 
the pendutum to neeond mummt(.teatton tn 
ptoceAA. Sevetat AaettonA tn the text 
eoneetn qu.eAti.onA, to my knowtedge, not 
pnevtouAty pabtiAhed tn FngttAh. BeAtde 
the Aott teAt neeonded oven eteven dayA 
uAtng a pendutum, thene tA a ntne day 
pendutum teAt o/j nazon btade Ahaxpentng 
undex a pynamtd by the ezeeh engtneex 
Kant dxbat.
The axttete I pnevtouAty mentioned tA 
by Reynaad, whexe tn htA teAtA axound 
1939, he detenmtned the pynamtd'A pot- 
axtty wtth the atd o^ the BovtA ßtome- 
tex. AAtde {ptom thtA, the tntexeAt tA 
matnty h.iAtoxteat.Anothex book whtch 
goeA tnto "WaveA o{, FonmA" Ondes de Vie 
Ondes de Mort.by dean de ta Foye, tA 
Aotd tn Fxanee.
Andre' Stmoneton'A Badiations des Ali- 
ments, Ondes Humaines et Sante, WOA pub- 
ttAhed tn 1971, Ft tA an extxemety de- 
tatted aeeount o^ hundxedt o^ expext- 
mentA Stmoneton made teAting ^ood uAtng 
a pendutum. I ean testi^y to the vattd- 
tty of, hM poAtutateA oa a xeAutt of my 
own teAtA. TIua -la a eomptetety new way 
of detenmtntng the nutxtttve vatue of 
foodA xeptaetng the tdea of "eatonteA" 
by that of xadxatton oa detenmtned by 
the pendutum. Stmoneton woa xefenxed to 
tn the book "The Seenet Life of PtantA” 
Stmoneton betteveA att eanned and htgh- 
ty eooked foodA axe "dead," that tA, 
pnodaetng a vexy tow tevet of xadtation 
oa detenmtned by the pendutum.
A pynamtd haA been uAed tn Fnanee to 
Aend and neeetve meAAageA ovex Long 
dtAtaneeA. I wtbt be abte to txanAtate 
thtA fon you, though the Language tA 
quite axeane tn pantA and aextatn paA- 
AageA axe vtntuatty tneompnehenAtbte, 
even tn Fxeneh. Stneexety, Robert W. 
Kenyon, inAtitut de PanaphyAtque, PantA.

AD MAT 205

Los Angeles, Calif. Sept. 11. Pyramid and Light 
Energies (all day) Workshop presented by Bill Cox and 
sponsored by the Academy of Atlantis. For details 
phone West L.A., (213) 820-3761._________________

Second Annual Understanding Convention, Oct. 22-24, 
1976. Pyramid Energies in Ancient Systems, by Bill 
Cox. For info. phone (602) 386-3832 or write: Star 
Rte., Box 588 F, Tonopah, Arizona 85354.

Pyramids, Crystals and Form Energies Seminar to be 
presented by Bill Cox at the Astara Weekend Con
ference, Nov. 21, 1976, Upland, California. For info. 
write 261 S. Mariposa Ave., L.A., Cal. 90004. Phone: 
(213) 387-7187.

Information Scientific Researcher's Directory...in the 
making. Individual (not Company) listings only. For 
application form and information, write % Rob't S. 
Ing, P.O. Box 378, Postal Station 0, Toronto, Ont., 
M4A2N9, Canada.

Hx ßxtt, PAGE 5
At youx taAt Aemtnax tn Mountain View, 
Cattf. you aAked me to wnite you a Let
tex about my expextenee wLththe pynamtd 
and my VotkAwagen.
UAtng youx 12" X 12" bäte, open-fxame 
pyxamid, I opened the neax deck Lid and 
ptaeed the pyxamid fonwaxd oa fax oa poA- 
Aibte. U ciidn't eenten ddneetty ovex the 
engtne but eovened paxt of it.i dtd thtA 
at night eaeh AueeeAAive day. Aa you Aug- 
geAted, I bLeAAed the ean eaeh time and 
mentatty put the white Light axound it-- 
to be Auxe-- when T’m dntvtng the "bug." 
The ean now hat ovex 140, 000 miLet> on it, 
wtth no majon nepaitA effeated oa yet;
JuAt tineA, pointA, pLugA, bnakeA and fan 
bett, ete...
The W haA a Atight miAA now and I think 
it iA a vatve. Thix ix maLnly due to neg- 
Lect and poon matntenanee on my paxt. if 
I paxk the ean undex a Langen pynamtd ox 
Leave Lt ovennight LnALde a pynamtd gan- 
age woutd eLLmLnate the vatve pnobLem,! be- 
Lieve.
(Litt keep you Lnfonmed. RLght now I have 
a maLfunetLoning eamexa undex a pynamtd. 
i’m LeavLng fox MLnneAota tn a few dayA 
and witt txy to get Aome pLetuxex of two- 
Atony houAeA with pynamtd Ahaped noo fA. i 
woa neven awaxe of thiA phenomenon befone 
i beeame .intexeAted -in pynamtd enexgy. in 
my hometown i notieed a numbex of oLdex 
Atyte, Aquane houAeA with thiA type xoof, 
and often wondexed if .it woa a eoineidenee 
on othexwiAe. LLoyd E. KxauAe, CLov.iA,Ca.

Dean BiLL,
Add a AiibAeXiben. i'm butLding a pynamtd 
houAe in Topanga Canyon, CatifonnLa [aet- 
uatty a momma, papa and baby pynamtd} and 
eaeh eonneetA to form the whoLe houAe. 
The pLanA by CatifonnLa AxehtteetA, axe 
now in the butLding depaxtmeivt fox appxo- 
vat. We have apptied aLL pxtnetpLeA of 
pyxamid Aetenee to the deAign. ü’a 
beautifut. David Shapixo, Topanga, Cat.

Veax Bitt,
My euxnent tntexeAt invoLvet a eonduetive 
inquixy into magnette fieLd panameteXA in 
aneLent Mayan Akte pLanning. Mayan axelvi- 
tectA appeax to have given eaxefut atign- 
ment eonAtdexation to magnetic deetinat- 
Lon, eaxth'A magnetic fteLd, po.Lan wanden- 
ing and magnetic gnound inftueneeA.
Having viAtted moAt the majon pynamtd 
AiteA in MeAo-Amextea, i woutd neeommend 
to neadeXA eontempLating a pyxamid pLL- 
gnimage to Aee RALEMQUF, TTKAL’S TEMPLE 
of the giant jaguax and (JXMAL'S PVRAMTD 
OF THE MAGICTAN. Though not ca wett known 
and viAtted oa the TEOTIHUACAN and CHI CHEN 
ITZA they appeat to me, evoktng moxe of 
a powex and Living Spirit.
Aineexety youxA, Ray CLaxe, Loa AngeLeA.

Veax Mn. Cox., 
i woa paxtieutarty LntexeAted in youx 
axttete -in Pynamtd Guide 424 "PVRAMTD 
LIGHTS the VARKMESS" eApeciaLLy wtth nef- 
exenee to "Light gLobuLeA." ThiA axLLed 
to my mind comments the gneat medium, 
Eiteen Gönnet made in hex book "My Life." 
She teLLs of hex expexienceA Aee-ing these 
gLobuLeA oa a chitd. ELizabeth Wexnex, 
Innen Space LnteXpneteXA SexviceA, P.O. 
Box. 1133, MagnoLia Pank Station, Buxbank, 
CaLif. 91307.
Dear Ms. Werner,
Eileen Garret's comments agree with so 
many other percipients who know wider 
ranges of vision: "globules of light, 
bursting at intervals within the beams of 
sunlight.. . my globules danced. " B. C.

PAoje.cZ
btiAe.au
6ubje.cZ
6ubje.cZ


THE GREAT CAPSTONE CONTROVERSY
What happened to the Great Pyramid's missing capstone? From what 

materials was it made? If there ever was a pyramidion at all, what happened 
to it? Can we determine its formet height and size? What was its signifi- 
cance or symbolic representation? Was the pyramid crown constructed in 
two or more stages —one atop the other?

These questions frequently arise in our mail and at workshops. 
Research in this area can be most discouraging, as various reports, 
measurements and conclusions seldom agree. The 'Guide prefers to favor 
the following thoughts. The explanations of other possibilities excite the 
imagination. Here's a typical letter showing Scott France's approach to 
the mystery:

The mean average dimensions of the Great Pyramid's inferior included 
angle of 51°51' corresponds with a base length of 763.62 feet, and an 
overall vertical height of 485.5 feet, base to missing apex of the capstone.

The late pyramidologist, Adam Rutherford, figured the base to apex 
slightly less, at 485 feet—with base to the level of the truncated platform 
at 454.5 feet. This leaves a net vertical height of the missing capstone at 
30.5 feet, or approximately so. . . .

In other reports, a smaller topstone may have existed in the total 
pyramidion superstructure. Estimates ränge from a tiny sphere or pyramid 
shape no larger than a grain of sand (the Biblical Mustard Seed?); a crystal 
or invisible energy form, or possibly a stone structured peak two, twelve 
or thirty feet high. It's anyone's guess.

The base side measurements of the Great Pyramid's summit platform 
calculations agree more with the approximately 30 foot high topstone 
theory. Whatever it was that rested above this removable monument is 
certainly open to wide conjecture. Some say the capstone was never put 
in place, and pyramidologist Bernard Pietsch of northern California says 
the measurements now available indicate the mathematical lines drawn 
from corners to apex on the Great Pyramid cannot possibly come together 
at one point in alignment with the entire structure.

Perhaps there were two or possibly three levels making up the total 
pyramidion. The chronicles of early historians suggest the topstone's 
exterior may have been coated or laminated with gold, silver or some 
other highly reflecting metal.

The fifth and most elevated corner once mounted atop the Dashur 
pyramid of Amenemhet III has a golden-winged, sun disk containing 
carved hieroglyphs in its polished, black granite surface.

As displayed on the American dollar bill, the shining eye of God 
appears within the topstone's radiant form. Although invisible, maybe 
the pyramidion's energy space as charged is still there, as envisioned by 
clairvoyants, maintained by Etherian guards placed there eons ago. Per
haps the invisible pyramidion awaits the perceptive eye of those who can 
see beyond the limits of the visual spectrum. It may well be the "Secret 
Chamber of the most High," holding forever the key to unlock the 
mysteries and wisdoms contained within the Great Pyramid's total 
architecture.

Again, the capstone may have been a giant crystal, grown to its proper 
proportions by masters of a prehistory era; Beings with skills as yet un- 
learned in our advanced technological age (see Pyramid Guide #23, 
China's Crystal Capped Wonder).

Esotericists believe the pyramidion will one day be returned to its 
former site announcing the dawn of a new and enlightened age on our 
planet. If the capstone was indeed lifted off long ago by spacemen and 
used as a charged energy device on some other world, would there ever 
be a need for its return to the pyramid platform? A

PetM. Sla; I've jUAt eompleted a Pyaamld aexeaAeh paogaam at 
the. LlnlveXAlty of NebaaAka and am In the paoeeAA of eonAtauct- 
dng a Aeale model of the Gaeat Pyaamld. T hope to paeedAely 
duplleate the dimenAdonA of the alledged PYRAMIPION onee eaown- 
dng the Gaeat Pyaamld. ThlA paatleulaa xlze mlght geneaate 
moae dntenie eneAgy phenomena...
In hdA book View Ovea AtlantlA, John Mlehell AayA the Pyaamld- 
don woa ezaetÄGrTT56S~di^lÄhÄ~GAeat Pyaamld'A dlmenAlon. Ua- 
dng Cole'A G.P. meoAuaementA, the Pyaamldlon'A baAe length 
Ia 13.496 Engllth feet. ÄgothaaehldeA of CnlduA, Gaeek gaam- 
aalan, Aeeond eentuay 13. C. deAealbed the apothem of the Pyaa- 
mldlon at an eAtdmated 10 feet, with a boxe length of 12.36' 
[the eonAdAteney of thix anelent unlt and the modean EngllAh 
foot Ix dubdouA.) Livio Catullo Steeehlnl, coneludex that 
the bäte Aide of the Pyaamldlon aveoaged about ndne feet.
UAdng Mlehell'A flguaeA geneAateA xevexal xpeelal meaAuaeA-- 
the paoduct of 56 to the 5th pouieA-- the Pyaamldlon'A boxe 
appAoxdmateA the eaath'x edAeumfeAenee. Pf the Gaeat PyAamdd 
wax eonAtaueted aeeoadlng to Newton’x five xaeaed cubltx in 
height 20.63" aefdned by Steeehlnl to 524.1483mm the Pyaa- 
mldlon'A height tAanxlateA to 103.1785". My own flguAe foA 
the height by the 56th paopoation ix 103.004" about 8.5 feet. 
Seott Paanee, 203 Peaa Lane, Uenatehee, Waxhington 98801.

mut Ü

pyramid of xochicalco A modern day Version
PYRAMIDS AS GLOBAL AND LOCAL ENERGY STATIONS

In the #24, July-August edition of this newsletter the "PYRAMIDS 
AND THE PLANETARY GRID" article provoked worldwide response 
from readers. The 'Guide didn't go far enough" they write, and questions 
arise. . . so the exploration continues:

As we learn more about Geomancy in relation to earth, sky and Cosmic 
energies, one must conclude nature is constantly revealing her subtler 
mysteries to the aware observer. The order, size and life of the earth's 
Vegetation and cloud formations don't just happen by chance: They repre- 
sent visual, material aspects of a greater Cosmic (Divine) plan. The ancient 
priests of wisdom in the dim, unknown past must have understood 
these laws.

Through time, as the intellects of men advanced into a more material 
evolutionary state, the truths and wisdoms of their antecedant masters 
were warped into fragmented half or non-truths. Higher understanding of 
the Great Plan has for the most part been lost to the masses. Fortunately, 
remnants of this inspiring legacy have been passed down through time or 
recaptured through the intuitions of a few of the planetary elite. In other 
respects, some knowledge can still be gained by an understanding of our 
world's antiquities, extraordinary art in stone, monuments and the 
pyramids erected by the ancients.

Lillian L. Brown, of Mansfield, Ohio writest
Peaa Ma. Cox.
The Pyaamld Guide hax been a moxt weleome paat of my woak In 
Pyaamld eneagy aexeaAeh foa the paxt two yeaax. Thank you foa 
youA woak In making Auch a fine publieatlon poxxible.
Poa the laxt few yeaax I have Atudled and woaked with pyaamld 
eneagiex In many wayx. Now, I've xeen xomething veay inteaext- 
ing and wondea how I may obtaln infoamation xo 1 ean eontinue 
invextlgatlon of pyAamld eneAgy flowx. Can you give me the 
GAeat Pyaamld'x exaet loeation on oua planet? 1 hope to exaet- 
ly plot ItA paeeixely oppoxite location on the globe. I wixh 
to know wheae an extended plumb-line faom the pyaamld’x apex 
paAAlng thAough the eaAth’A eoae would appeaa on the eaath'x 
xuafaee on the oppoxite Aide.
I have Aeen xomething of impoatanee In pyAamld Atudy. We may 
find the gaeatea eneAgleA not eonfined within the pyAamld, but 
wheAe the xtauetuae may be on an axlA pAotAudlng faom itx own 
poxition. Thia eould well affeet planetaay eneagleA.
I have Aeen many thlngA eoneeanlng pyAamld eneagy but am not 
AuAe of the aeeuiaey and aequext feedbaek at thxA time. If I 
have Aeen eoAAeetly I will have falth In my Alght. If not, I 
may tend a new thought. to thoAe Atudylng vaalouA pyAamld eneA
gleA and Aelated foaee fletdA foAmlng elAewheae oveA the eaAth. 
Have the eneAgleA In the GAeat PyAamld’A loweA ehambeA been 
meoAuaed oa Aeen? I have both Aeen and feit tluA foam eneagy. 
Hoa any oAtlfact been found dn the Aubteaaanean ehambeA whdeh 
may have foamed eneAgleA within the ehambeA? Po you know of 
any powea geneaated faom the ehambeA aaea paAAlng thaough the 
eaAth’A eoae and aetuanlng to the pyxamid'a apex following ItA 
taanAmlAAlon ovea the planet'a AuAfaee?
My maln InteAeAt IleA dn the foam eneagleA dnvolved. Po we have 
any elueA made poAAlble thaough knowledge of othex pyaamld 
ehambeAA? Ma. Cox, have you evea obAeaved the eneagy I have 
Aeen? If ao, how did It appeaa to you?
Alneeaely youAA, Lltllan L. Baown, ManAfdeld, Ohio.
We will pass the question of the Great Pyramid's precise lo
cation along to our readers who are more expert in cartography 
or whatever. les, I have — along with hundreds of people— 
seen pyramid energies and will write about it soon. Bill Cox. 
COMING SOON:’WATCH FOR ARTICLES ON FULCANELLI AND 

FRATER ALBERTUS, MASTER ALCHEMISTS & PYRAMIDMANIA



compiete copper pyramid

Pyramid shown 

is 6’ base
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Enclose a money order for: $107 (includes postage for non-res. of Ca.) or 
$113 (includes tax and postage for Ca. res.)

The Pyramid Giiide, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

HOW TO DESIGN A PYRAMID. "Pyramid Design" is the best publication available 
which explains how to design a pyramid properly in order to capture a maximum 
amount of pyramid energy. Send name and address with $10 to: Ian Woods, Pyramid 
Design Research, 94 Kilbarry Rd., Toronto M5P1K7, Canada.

Sold nationolly in:
HEAD STORES 
PLANT STORES 
DEPARTMENT STORES 
GIFT STORES 
DRUG STORES 
BOOK STORES 
HAIRCUHING SALONS 
RECORD STORES 
HEALTH FOOD STORES 
HEALTH CLUBS 
MEDITATION SCHOOLS 
WATERBED STORES

The GR100 series Control Unit utilizes a candle flame, 
a method of producing ions without creating ozone 
and other harmful substances. A flame produces both 
positive and negative ions through the process of com- 
bustion.The electrometer, a scientific measuring device 
indicates more negative than positive ions from com- 
bustible materials as a source. By separating these ions 
while in a gaseous state, candleflame provides an 
abundant flow of ions of either positive or negative 
potential. An ion flow of sufficient volume is thus 
made available to the serious researcher or experi
menter who may want positive or negative ions in 
quantity. Negative only, or positive units available 
through the Pyramid Guide. For more information 
write to Box 30305, Sta. Barbara, Ca. 93105.

Let Pyramids Alnke Yoh Money
The new 6" Pyramid Generator has been specifically designed to put you 
in the Pyramid business. Now you can join with hundreds of other national 
retail stores and earn immediate profits. It's simple! For every five 6" 
Pyramid Generators sold, you can look forward to receiving at least one 
Order for a larger System. That's the average because the little ones seil 
the big ones.

Special Limited Introductory Otter
Purchase twelve (1 doz.)6” Pyramid Generators today for only $25.00 (suggested retail value 
S60.00) and receive 50% off on the suggested retail price for all larger Systems with no 
minimum order!

ION RESEARCH GR1000 SERIES ION CONTROLS
Rush me___ doz. 6" Pyramid Generators.

Name_____________________________________________________________________
(Please Print)

DOWSING HANDBOOKS, MAP DOWSING and 
OIL LOCATING, Cameron and Cox at $2.75 each, a 
unique, functibnal Dowsing approach at a 
distance. AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground 
Water, in soft cover, Cameron and Cox at $6.95. 
One of the most comprehensive, step-by-step, 
fully illustrated Dowsing methods ever written. 
Order above from El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 
30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

8 Reprints of old articles on 
Nikola Tesla and other info:

Address_________________________________________________________________________________________

City State Zip_____

Make money order or check payable to NICK EDWARDS ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, INC. For 
fester Service please use Money Orders. (Personal checks must clear prior to shipping.)

Please check for Dealer Information _ Please check for Medical Product Information _
PAMM 1

Nick Edwards Eiivinmiiieiital SYsteiiis, lnc.
NEESI - 7650 HASKELL AVE. ■ VANNUYS. CA 91406 - (213)787-6240

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER... 
world’s most sensitive Dowsing instrument. .. 
twenty years in its development, and an effective 
experimental Dowsing device. The AURAMETER is 
lifetime guaranteed against defects, workmanship 
assured... Over4,500 in use throughout the worid 
today. The AURAMETER is a combination Water 
Compass, Weighing Device and Upright Pendu- 
lum. El Cariso Publications, sole manufacturer — 
$49.50 postage paid. Write for free descriptive 
brochure, c/o Pyramid Guide.

$6.00, or write for details to:
Nick Basura, 3414 Alice St., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90065. 

PYRAMIDOLOGY
For o listing of over 25 Pyramid Reloted j .

Dooks and more than 30 Pyramid j •
Products pieose send 2 stamps to: >• 

PYKAMIDS ’
Ö143- PG Big Bend
St. Louis, Mo. 63119 )

finest spiritual and scientific information in the psychic field. 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

* 
* 
* 
*

THE,

E
One. year (12 
Canadian and

- CHIMES
I n c.

issues) $7. 50
Foreign Subscriptions $9. 50

PYRAMID "T" SHIRTS, Right-On. . . Short sleeve in 
black @ $5.00; Long sleeve, navy blue, $6.00. % Neesi 
7650 Haskell, Van Nuys, Ca. 91406.

CHECK PAYABLE TO

"SUPPRESSED—Incredible Inventions Report" (101 
examples) $4.95. "The Caduceus Coil & Quadrile 
Pyramid Plans" (many times normal power) Atlantean 
Xtal & Alchemy data in $3.95 "Marshall Folio." 
Astonishing projects catalog, 20tf. Fry's, 879-F Park, 
Perris, CA 92370.

NOW! Released from reserve stock. . . a limited quan
tity (while they last) of research, all aluminum, mini, 
panel pyramids. Open base 4-5/8" x 4-5/8" @ $4.75 
each, also 5" x 5" enclosed base models @ $5.75 each. 
Add 75^ for postage and handling,foreign $1.50 extra. 
Order c/o the Pyramid Guide.

The third International Congress on Psychotronic 
Research Place: Keidanren Kaikan, Tokyo, Japan. 
June 27-July 1, 1977. For details write to: Dr. Terry 
Burrows, General Secretary, Suite 803, 43 Eglinton 
Ave. East, Toronto, Ont., M4P 1A2, Canada.

THE NEW ATLANTEAN JOURNAL
UFO NEWS AND VIEWS ON A WORLDWIDE SCOPE 
INDEPTH REPORTING ON PARANORMAL EVENTS. 
WE INVESTIGATE THE UNKNOWN, THE UNEX- 
PLAINED AND THE UNEXPLORED. $5.00-PER 
YEAR £ $6.00 FOREIGN. JOAN O'CONNELL 
EDITOR. SUBSCRIBERS WRITE: 4280-68TH 
AVE. NORTH, PINELLAS PARK, FLA. 33565

Box 8606. Washington, D.C. 20011

PYRAMID 
DEALERS 
WANTED
We manufacture a 6” lall 
open frame, plastic 
injection molded 
pyramid that Stores or 
mails in a package 2” x 
3” x 8”. Write för sample 
and dealer costs. No 
retail please.

SOUTHERN SERVICES 
7315 Sni A Bar Road 
Kansas City, MO 64129



With a leap from yesterday into tomorrow, three colossal pyramids—the largest being taller than the Great Pyramid of Giza—comprise a complete, 
planned recreational Community. It will rise on the Nevada desert on a 1,000 acre site south of Las Vegas, if current financing plans materialize. The 
three basic recreation/entertainment facilities—Hotel Casino, Olympiad and International Trade Center are slated to interact as one giant organic 
complex. These three majestic structures, composed in their natural setting, promise to present a powerful, magnetic and visual effect, drawing 
worldwide visitors with focussed expectation. Because of its shape the pyramid’s surface receives high exposure to sunlight throughout the däy; 
hence the Solar Pyramid concept. (See page one for details). a

ISRAEL IN EGYPT . . .from a picture by E.J. Poynter, R.A. (prior to 18176).

FIRST CLASS MAILEL CARISO PUBLICATIONS, 
; P.O. Box 30305

Santa Barbara, Calif.
93105 , O;, - :.;,


